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EMPATHY – the original meaning
= the imagina/ve projec/on of feelings into an (inanimate) object
so that the object appears to be infused with these feelings
• the word was coined in English by two psychologists to serve as a
translaFon of a German word - “Einfühlung”– meaning ‘feeling
into’ (coined in 1858 by German philosopher Rudolf Lotz)
• the word was created by combining the LaFn preﬁx ‘em’ (to put in)
with ‘pathos’ meaning suﬀering, emo/on or experience
• the term was created for science but was iniFally used by the
arFsFc community as a way of making art or inanimate objects
more intriguing

... as originated in 1908, and in more formal dicFonaries

EMPATHY – current meanings
- reading another’s
presumed feelings

- taking another’s
point of reference

- taking the other
into considera/on

- understanding another’s
experience & perspec/ve

?

- reading another’s
inner state of being

- vicariously experiencing
the feelings of another

- placing oneself in another’s posi/on or circumstance (ie, what one
would feel if in the other’s proverbial shoes)
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EMPATHY – current meanings
- reading another’s
presumed feelings

- taking another’s
point of reference

- taking the other
into considera/on

- understanding another’s
experience & perspec/ve

In the absence of
- reading another’s
caring, empathy
inner state of being
can be COLD
and even
- vicariously experiencing
CRUEL
the feelings of another

- placing oneself in another’s posi/on or circumstance (ie, what one
would feel if in the other’s proverbial shoes)

EMPATHY – current meanings
- reading another’s
presumed feelings

- understanding another’s
experience & perspec/ve

In the absence of caring,
- taking another’s empathy training can equip
- reading another’s
(future) bullies with the
point of reference
inner state of being
informaLon needed to
beMer prey on the
vulnerable
- taking the other
- vicariously experiencing
into considera/on
the feelings of another

- placing oneself in another’s posi/on or circumstance (ie, what one
would feel if in the other’s proverbial shoes)
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EMPATHY – current meanings
- reading another’s
presumed feelings

- taking another’s
point of reference

- taking the other
into considera/on

- understanding another’s
experience & perspec/ve

?

feelings of

- reading another’s
inner state of being

CARING

- vicariously experiencing
the feelings of another

- placing oneself in another’s posi/on or circumstance (ie, what one
would feel if in the other’s proverbial shoes)
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CARING is the HEART of TRUE EMPATHY
- gives empathy its SPIRIT,
the anima/ng element

- gives empathy
its WARMTH
and thus its eﬀect

- provides empathy with its
inherent PURPOSE
(vs self-interest)

feelings of

CARING

- renders empathy a
deriva/ve of human
NATURE instead of a
skill that requires learning

- gives empathy
a CONTEXT in
which to exist (vs.
personality trait)

- reveals the LIMITS of
learning, as one cannot
be taught TO care,
only how to care

CARING PLUS ...

EMPATHY

feelings of

CARING

The capacity for consideration is developed
through feeling conflicted
• the capacity for registering
more than one feeling at a
Fme begins to develop
between 5 to 7 YEARS of age.
The more intense the feelings,
the longer it takes.

• the prefrontal cortex takes
years to become fully funcFonal.
The capacity for consideraFon
has a relaFvely LONG
gestaFon period.

• the development of
the prefrontal cortex is
SPONTANEOUS but not
inevitable – child must ﬁrst
be full of feelings and then
court the inner conﬂict

• the primary reason
for the failure to
develop a working
prefrontal cortex (and
thus the capacity to
consider) is a LACK of
tender feelings

• feelings of CARING are the primary
source or cause of inner conﬂict,
dissonance or fricFon
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CARING is the MOTHER of EMPATHY

Caring deeply about many things leads to feeling conﬂicted, which in
turn gives rise to the capacity to take others into considera/on.

MASTER BLUEPRINT OF DEVELOPMENT
INTEGRATION

DIVISION

FUSION

caring

VS

caring

leads to
mulLple cares
experienced
simultaneously
(this and)

caring caring

leads to
mulLple cares
experienced
one at a Lme
(either or)

caring

caring is
global &
diﬀuse

The ORTHOGENETIC PRINCIPLE governing all development

EMPATHY
is the
a developmental
derivaCve

FRUIT
of

a spontaneous
outcome if
condiCons are
conducive

CARING
It follows that CARING should be our primary focus and concern!
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The ‘Caring + Consideration’ Family of Fruit

The ‘Caring + Consideration’ Family of Fruit
- a caring and tempered response to the (accurately) perceived
perspecFve and inner experience of another
- a caring and tempered response to the perceived suﬀering of
another
- in the context of caring, the impact of venFng one’s frustraFon is
considered and expression tempered accordingly
- in the context of caring, the impact of acFng out of one’s alarm is
reconsidered and the alarm impulses tempered
- in the context of caring, the impact of gecng even or going for
jusFce is reconsidered and anger impulses tempered
- in the context of caring, the impact of acFng out of selﬁshness
is reconsidered and the narcissisFc impulses tempered
- in the context of caring, the impact of raw truthfulness is
reconsidered and expression tempered accordingly
- in the context of caring, the impact of conveying worth on the
basis of merit is reconsidered and thus tempered accordingly

THE BIRTH STORY OF EMPATHY
CARING leads
to inner CONFLICT
which creates the CAPACITY
for CONSIDERATION which in turn
COMBINES with CARING to deliver ....

E M PA TH Y
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NEUFELD’S TWO FACTOR DEVELOPMENTAL MODEL OF EMPATHY
a natural feeling of adachment
that is spontaneous but can also
be defensively inhibited
provides the impetus, context & purpose
gives empathy its ROOTS,
HEART & SPIRIT

EMPATHY
gives empathy
its civilized FORM
a capacity developed through feeling
conﬂicted, with caring the primary
cause of the inner conﬂict
a fruit of integraFve funcFoning –
the ﬁnal process of development

the attachment factor
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vs a demand or duty

vs an act

vs a value or
expectaLon

vs a skill

is a FEELING
of ATTACHMENT

The proper/es of aJachment become the
proper/es of caring when fueled by aJachment.

about
TOGETHERNESS
in all its forms

is a FEELING

caring is the
PURPOSE
of aJachment

PRIMAL,
POWERFUL,
PRIMORDIAL
and PREEMINENT

of ATTACHMENT

INSTINCTbased and so
cannot be taught
serves as a
WOMB for the
unfolding of poten/al

DEVELOPS if
condi/ons are
conducive

The proper/es of FEELING become the
proper/es of CARING when caring is truly FELT.

feelings make
us fully human
and humane

an opConal
V

is a FEELING

feelings are
spontaneous
but not inevitable
feeling ≠ emo/on
feeling ≠ touch

of ATTACHMENT
one can be
aJached without
feeling aJached

one can be driven by
aJachment ins/ncts
that are not felt

FEELING = the thinking brain’s interpreta/on of signals feeding back into the
brain from the body as to inner states and s/rrings. Access to this feedback
varies tremendously as does the accuracy of the mind’s interpreta/ons.
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CARING as a FEELING of ATTACHMENT
• to feel adachment deeply
is to feel its primary
purpose - caring –
either to give
or receive it

• when adachment is felt
as caring, the purpose of
adachment is fulﬁlled,
which too can be felt
( does not require
extrinsic reward)
CARING

• strong adachments
should be characterized
by felt caring - couples,
parent-child, family, friends,
student-teacher, etc

SHY
by nature
(vs social)

• adachment-fueled
caring is powerful,
purposeful and primal –
the opposite of caring behaviour
that is an act, a skill, or part of a role

is a FEELING
of ATTACHMENT

reserved for
one’s people
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ATTACHMENT is the NATURAL DELIVERY SYSTEM for CARE
• caring for ‘others’ can be
facilitated by caring by
EXTENSION (someone’s
son, mother, grandmother)

• renders one PREDISPOSED
to give &/or receive care

• DIVORCING adachment
from care has been one
of the greatest mistakes
of modern society (elder care,
child care, foster care, day
care, health care, as well as
treatment and educaFon)

SHY
by nature
(vs social)

chm

ent

• when caring
is the objecFve,
the corresponding
ATTACHMENTS should be
CULTIVATED to provide
the support required

atta

• felt caring (and empathy as its
derivaFve) is RELATIONSHIPSPECIFIC and so should not be
thought of as a trait or skill

• the most natural
soluFon to caring
interacFon is to embed
in CASCADING CARE,
providing the experience
of being cared for as well
as the opportunity
to take care of

CA R E

HIERARCHICAL
in nature
(vs social)

is a FEELING
of ATTACHMENT

along lines of
responsibility
and need

aJachment is
speciﬁcally designed
to deliver care, with
separate ins/ncts to
give and to receive care

‘reserved for
one’s people’

seeking

providing

instincts to displace

to get one’s bearings

to orient and inform

to serve and obey

to protect & defend

to seek assistance

to guide and direct

to belong
to follow
to wait for orders
to look for guidance
to comply and conform

seeking

to look up to

ING
PROVID

dependent
insFncts
instincts
to depend

to look out for
to possess
to lead
to give the orders
to transmit one’s values

to command and prescribe
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The development of a mature Alpha Caring Response

Ca
rin

g

“neurons that FIRE together WIRE together”

nsi
eR spo

bi l i ty

the origins of the bully response
- a perversion of alpha –

highly
moved
to displace

Lacking feelings
of caring &
responsibility

the BULLY
response
to perceived
weakness &
vulnerability

- to assert dominance by exploiting vulnerability -

ALPHA CHILDREN and CARING
• they do not feel taken care
of by the adults responsible
for them and so do not rest
in the care provided

• their dependency needs
are highly camouﬂaged
by the alpha persona
of independence and
strength, and so do not
trigger care-taking from
the adults responsible

• they ohen lack a generosity of
care as adults, as they are more
likely to get stuck in selﬁshness
and narcissism, thinking they
need to take care of
themselves

• are more predisposed
to develop a bully
response to neediness
and vulnerability in others,
especially if lacking in
tender feelings themselves

Copyright 2020 Gordon Neufeld PhD
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the making of ALPHA children
• experiences of NOT
BEING SAFE to
depend

• a LACK of strong alpha
caring presence and
alpha caring responses
in the adult(s) a child is
primarily adached to

• escalaFng PEER ORIENTATION –
revolving around peers or peer
groups rather than the adults
responsible for the child

PEER ORIENTATION

Children taking their cues from each other as to how to act, what
to do, how to talk, what to wear, how to express oneself, what is
valued, what is expected, what is right and what is wrong

PEER ORIENTATION and CARING
• pulls children out of orbit
from around the adults
responsible for them,
including their care

• tends to evoke alpha insFncts as it
is unsafe to depend upon their
peers, leading to compeFFon and
bullying rather than care-taking
• the more peers
mader, the less they
can aﬀord to care –
resulFng in a tragic
loss of caring

• since they are not
depending on us,
we do not sense
their neediness
• places children in an
unnatural adachment
arrangement where it
isn’t obvious who is to
take care of whom

• in the absence of revolving
around an adult in common,
peer-oriented children tend to retribalize, subjecFng those not in their
‘tribe’ to signiﬁcant emoFonal abuse
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positive polarity
seeks to be with
makes contact
endears
looks up to
aMends & listens to
imitates & emulates
possesses
is loyal to
holds dear
aMempts to ﬁnd favour
makes things work for
seeks to maMer to
seeks to please
befriends
loves
shares secrets with
or keeps the secrets of

Jack Hirose Webinars

negative polarity
shies away from
resists contact
alienates
looks down upon
ignores & disregards
mocks & mimics
disowns
opposes & betrays
holds in contempt
ridicules and derides
spoils things for
discounts as not maMering
annoys and irritates
eschews
loathes
keeps secrets from or
creates secrets about

Implications for practices and programs
aimed at improving social interaction

• the impact of peer orientaFon
is undoubtedly one of the
primary reasons for the
loss of empathy and
thus the impetus for
intervenFon

• the primary focus of all
remedial acFon should be
to reverse peer orientaFon
and embed children into
cascading care

• trying to improve social
interacFon not only fails to
address the empathy problem
but actually fuels
peer orientaFon

• we are not likely to
reverse the escalaFng
peer orientaFon unless this
adachment problem is ﬁrst
recognized and acknowledged

THE INSIDIOUS IMPACT OF

PEER ORIENTATION
fragmented
tribalization &
polarization

loss of empathy

increasing
bullying
and victims

increased pursuit
via digital devices
and social media

increased
vulnerability
to wounding

increased
attachment frustration
with resulting aggression
and suicidal inclinations
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THE INSIDIOUS IMPACT OF

PEER ORIENTATION
fragmented
tribalization &
polarization

loss of empathy

peer
orientaCon is
further eclipsed
by its normality

increasing
bullying
and victims

increased
vulnerability
to wounding

increased
attachment frustration
with resulting aggression
and suicidal inclinations

increased pursuit
via digital devices
and social media

at
ur
es
ep
ar
aL

- grouping children by
age and pucng more
focus on social
interacFon than
child-adult
relaFons

e
ne
ial
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Ln

ds

pr
em
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- separated from family
and placed with peers
before the capacity to
hold on when apart
has developed

on

Challenge: reversing the factors that
cause peer orientation

the loss of protecLve culture
- losing the customs and rituals that preserve
and protect the adult adachments a child needs

SHY
by nature
(vs social)

is a FEELING

HIERARCHICAL
in nature
(vs social)

of ATTACHMENT
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EXCAVATING THE ROOTS OF EMPATHY
CONSIDERATION

DE laye
VE rs
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is a FRUIT of
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MO INC s
TIO T
N

CARING.
CARING
is a FEELING
of ATTACHMENT.

Empathy is grown in a soil (ie, culture) rich with caring

the feeling factor

caring feelings
must not be
assumed or be
taken for granted

an opConal
V

is a FEELING

caring feelings
require condiFons
conducive to
feeling in general

of ATTACHMENT

Copyright 2020 Gordon Neufeld PhD
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DISTRESSED
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an easily lost
V

recovery requires
rela/onal or
emo/onal SAFETY

is a FEELING

of ATTACHMENT

Stress Response

vs

Resilience Response
Feelings
that have been
inhibited bounce
back to enable opFmal
funcFoning and the
realizaFon of full potenFal

Feelings that would interfere
with performing or
funcFoning in stressful
circumstances
are inhibited

SAFETY
is key

TIME (in hours ideally)

caring increases
the risk for geYng
hurt when facing
separa/on

very vulnerable
V

is a FEELING

a child’s caring
should not be
inten/onally
exploited

of ATTACHMENT
vulnerability
increases with the
intensity & fragility
of adachments

Copyright 2020 Gordon Neufeld PhD
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them, is a pracFce
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an easily corrupted
V

ie, where caring
becomes
self-serving

by praising or
rewarding
caring

is a FEELING

of ATTACHMENT
divorces caring
behaviour from the
feelings that give it
life and meaning

what is lost is the
true spirit, purity and
integrity of caring

very fragile
V

can easily be
crushed by
premature
socializaCon

is a FEELING
of ATTACHMENT

by puYng RESULTS
(behaviour, form,
performance,
ac/on, outcome)
before the
ANTECEDENTS
(feelings, spirit,
mo/va/on)

ie, by trying to turn
children into adults,
by geYng ahead of
ourselves, by puYng
the proverbial cart
before the horse

premature
socializa/on is our
greatest sin against
natural development

DEVELOPMENTAL READINESS for CARING INTERACTION
EMOTIONALLY IMMATURE
(lacking inner conﬂict)
INTEGRITY
TO BE
PRESERVED

PRIMARY
FOCUS AND
OBJECTIVE

PRIMARY
INTERVENTION

feelings & behaviour
ie, one’s caring is truly felt
nurture the antecedents
of caring behaviour
(ie, caring feelings and
adachments opFmized for
giving and receiving care)
culFvate the condiFons
that give rise to the
feelings that support
the caring behaviour
SCRIPT acFon if needed

‘MORE’ MATURE
(feeling conﬂicted)
feelings & self-disclosure
eg, “don’t feel like being nice”
behaviour & values or roles
ie, caring ac/on is called for
inculcate caring values and
convey the expectaFons
that go with the caring
roles in our society
while aﬃrming conﬂicFng
feelings, may begin
to confront with the
shortcomings in order to
produce the inner conﬂict
that is a catalyst for growth
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Caring CAN be felt
Caring NEEDS to be felt
- to preserve ‘iniFal’ integrity
- to develop into true empathy
- to tap into the power of adachment
- to become fully human and humane

Caring SHOULD be felt
- for best results
- when not yet capable of inner conﬂict
- as much as possible unFl capable of acFng in caring ways
without compromising core integrity

THE DEVELOPMENTAL IMPACT OF PREMATURE SOCIALIZATION
• can lead to a LOSS OF
FEELING in general which
arrests development

• can destroy the
INTEGRITY of feeling
and behaviour

• can put at RISK the
ANTECEDENTS of
the desired behaviour

PREMATURE

SOCIALIZATION

• can lead to the
LOSS of CARING
which is the mother
of our humaneness

SPIRIT

• can CRUSH the SPIRIT
that gives rise to the
desired behaviour

• can lead to a LOSS of
ability to FEEL one’s SELF
with resulFng confusion,
depression & disorientaFon

>

FORM

caring before kindness
integrity before diplomacy
desires greater than demands
want to’s greater than have to’s
intentions more valued than behaviour
initiatives a greater priority than outcomes
curiosity treasured more than performance
aspirations more important than expectations
expression to take priority over appropriateness
personal meanings to take precedence over social impact

Copyright 2020 Gordon Neufeld PhD
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of attachment

Feelings more likely to be LOST
feelings of vulnerability and woundedness (hurt, pain, suﬀering)
feelings of separaLon (missing, loss, lack, empFness, loneliness)
feelings of dependence (neediness, insecurity, lack of control)
feelings of embarrassment including blushing
feelings of shyness and Fmidity
feelings of shame (something is wrong with me)
feelings of fuLlity (sadness, disappointment, grief, sorrow)
feelings of alarm (apprehension, unsafe, anxiety, fear)
feelings of caring (adachment, concern, empathy, devoFon, love
investment, compassion, engagement, sympathy)
feelings of responsibility (feel badly, guilty, sorry... feel like making
things beder or making things work for)

THE INSIDIOUS IMPACT OF

LOST FEELINGS
• more WOUNDING
and BULLYING

• less EMPATHY
• more ALARM
problems
• more
AGGRESSION
problems

LACK OF
FEELING

• more DIGITAL
PURSUIT
• less emoLonal
MATURITY

Copyright 2020 Gordon Neufeld PhD
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SUICIDAL
inclinaLons

• more DRUG
problems
• less capacity for
RELATIONSHIP and
fulﬁlling INTIMACY
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LOST FEELINGS
• more WOUNDING
and BULLYING

• less EMPATHY
• more ALARM
problems

• more
SUICIDAL
inclinaLons

further eclipsed
by improved
performance in
stressful and
wounding
scenarios

• more
AGGRESSION
problems
• more DIGITAL
PURSUIT

• more DRUG
problems
• less capacity for
RELATIONSHIP and
fulﬁlling INTIMACY

• less emoLonal
MATURITY

Empathy’s Blind Spot
The lack
of feeling
at the root of a
LACK OF EMPATHY
(and other problems)
is ironically eclipsed by
the projecCon of feelings
by the caring adults involved.

THE INSIDIOUS IMPACT OF

LOST FEELINGS

• less EMPATHY

• more WOUNDING
and BULLYING

• more ALARM
problems
• more
AGGRESSION
problems

The lack of feeling
LACK OFby
is eclipsed
FEELING of
the ‘empathy’
caring adults.

• more DIGITAL
PURSUIT
• less emoLonal
MATURITY
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inclinaLons

• more DRUG
problems
• less capacity for
RELATIONSHIP and
fulﬁlling INTIMACY
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Emotional
PROBLEMS

LOSS OF FEELING
beXer able to
perform under
duress

Peer
Orientation
Digital
PURSUIT

MORE
WOUNDING

• AGGRESSION
• STUCKNESS
• BULLYING
• FIXES &
FIXATIONS
• ALARM
LOSS OF PROBLEMS
•
SUICIDE
EMPATHY
• BOREDOM

towards
• a developmental approach to growing empathy
• remedial measures for when empathy is lacking

A developmental approach to growing empathy
- provide CONTEXTS
and opportuni/es
- lead to feeling
CONFLICTED
- nurture, preserve,
shield and treasure
caring as a feeling

CONSIDERATION
is a FRUIT of
CARING.
CARING

• SHOW that you care
• make it SAFE to care
• MATCHMAKE for care

- refrain from premature
socializa/on and foster is a FEELING
the recovery of feelings
- arrange hierarchically
to op/mize the giving of ATTACHMENT.
and receiving of care

Copyright 2020 Gordon Neufeld PhD

• cul/vate SAFE
RELATIONSHIPS
with caring adults
• provide EMOTIONAL
PLAYGROUNDS
• embed in
CASCADING CARE
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SHOW that you CARE
• COLLECT the child/student ohen and for no apparent reason - collect
the eyes, some smiles and some nods as in a greeFng
• take care of their ATTACHMENT NEEDS in some way or another convey an interest in them; convey an invitaFon to exist in one’s
presence; convey a sense of sameness, belonging, liking, madering or
signiﬁcance; ﬁnd a way to their side; serve as home base and help to
orient them
• convey the message, where possible and where genuine - “ I will take
care of you”
• ﬁnd some pracFcal ways and GESTURES to convey care

Make it SAFE to CARE
•

where possible, REDUCE the RISKS of caring

•

REFRAIN from intenFonally using what they care about against
them. Find other ways to convey values, teach lessons, and manage
behaviour.

•

convey where possible (and where genuine) that you CARE ABOUT
what they care about so that it feels more safe to care

•

REDUCE where possible, the exposure to bullying, where the modus
operandi is to take advantage of the vulnerability that caring creates
(why students are ohen inclined to act ‘cool’ as if not caring)

• reduce the risk of caring by BRIDGING anything that could push the
child’s face into separaFon or threaten the togetherness

When facing separation, preserve
the connection by drawing
attention to the next point of
contact or to what stays the same.

Copyright 2020 Gordon Neufeld PhD
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MATCHMAKE for CARE
• in matchmaking, one typically uses one adachment to beget another
(eg, introducFons, an adachment in common)
• matchmaking involves priming a sense of closeness or togetherness
through poinFng it out or arranging its discovery (a sameness, a
signiﬁcance, a belonging, a liking)
• matchmaking involves arranging who is the answer to whom and in
what situaFon (who will take care of you, who needs being taken care
of by you)
• play is a powerful primer as individuals are more engaging in play
• if possible, one should always arrange to be 'introduced' by an
exisFng primary adachment of a child or student (for the adachment
to take and to reduce compeFng adachments)

MATCHMAKE for CARE
• once a child forms a working adachment with an adult, it is that
adult’s responsibility to introduce other adults who will be involved
• to opFmize care, adachments between children should be secondary
to the adachment to an adult they have in common (in family as well
as in school)
• arrange as much hierarchy between children or students as possible
to reduce peer orientaFon and to opFmize care (family groupings,
older students with younger ones, etc)
• if possible, arrange 'playful' or 'care-taking' acFviFes between
available elders with adachment valences and children in need of
caring adult adachments
• if possible and needed, prime adachments to pets or plants in order
to evoke care-taking responses

A remedial approach to a lack of empathy
a relaConship
problem?
__ too adached to peers?
__ unshielded by adults?
__ doesn’t feel cared for
by an adult?
__ doesn’t have someone
adached to them in
obvious need of their
care?
• embed in
cascading care

a feeling
problem?
__ lack of caring
feelings?
__ doesn’t feel their
adachments?
__ missing feelings
of alarm, sadness,
or responsibility?
• shield with safe
attachments with
caring adults
• provide spaces for
feelings to recover
• provide emotional
playgrounds

Copyright 2020 Gordon Neufeld PhD

a maturity
problem?
__ doesn’t feel
conﬂicted?
__ impulsive
or reacFve?

• patience
& scripting
• deal with
as a feeling
problem or
a relationship
problem
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SCRIPT ‘caring interaction’ in the immature
‘simple, clear and doable direc/ves about what to do when’
• as OPPOSED TO ASSUMING a child cares enough, or that there is
suﬃcient emoFonal maturity to temper interacFon, or that
supporFng adachments are in place
• as OPPOSED TO TEACHING a lesson, shaping behaviour with
sancFons or rewards, making demands, sensiFvity training, or skill
development
• requires a GOOD ATTACHMENT LEAD where one's charges are
predisposed to emulate or follow (may need to collect ﬁrst)
• scripts should be linked to ROLES they have idenFﬁed with, or have a
clear SIGNAL as to when the script is called for
• ADULTS ARE RESPONSIBLE for developing the scripts that lead to the
desired behaviour or that are incompaFble with the unacceptable
behaviour
• involves pucng one's OWN PREFRONTAL CORTEX to work to
compensate for a lack of other working prefrontal cortexes

REDUCE peer interaction as well as peer orientation
and shield with attachments to caring adults
• as opposed to direct adempts to get children to be more civilized
and humane (eg, exhortaFons, consequences, sensiFvity training)
• REFRAIN from leaving children to their own devices - to work
things out on their own, to interact with whom they wish, to be on
their digital devices at will
• REDUCE EXPOSURE to unsupervised peer interacFon where possible,
replacing ‘free play’ with adult-oriented acFviFes that engage
• RECLAIM peer-oriented children, as the more peers mader, the less
they can aﬀord to care (why being ‘cool’ is venerated among the peeroriented)
• most importantly, SHIELD from uncaring social interacFon by
culFvaFng and supporFng adachments with caring adults

ADULT

- wounding
by others

- shaming or
put-downs

- not being
held on to

- not feeling
liked,
wanted
or valued
- feeling too
much to
handle

- losses and
lacks
- peer or
sibling
rejection

CHILD

Copyright 2020 Gordon Neufeld PhD
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Create spaces for feelings to recover

- the safety experienced in a relaFonship with a
caring adult where a sense of togetherness is
not at risk, is highly conducive to the recovery
of feelings

- the safety experienced when emoFons
are at play (rather than ‘at work’) is highly
conducive to the recovery of feelings

Stress Response

vs

Resilience Response
Feelings
that have been
inhibited bounce
back to enable opFmal
funcFoning and the
realizaFon of full potenFal

Feelings that would interfere
with performing or
funcFoning in stressful
circumstances
are inhibited

TIME (in hours ideally)

Stress Response

vs

Resilience Response
Feelings
that have been
inhibited bounce
back to enable opFmal
funcFoning and the
realizaFon of full potenFal

Feelings that would interfere
with performing or
funcFoning in stressful
circumstances
are inhibited

TIME (in hours ideally)
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expressive

WHERE emotions like to PLAY

EmoLons are
not at work,
so the inhibiLon
of feelings is
reversed

Play is safe
so feelings
won’t get
hurt

EmoLons are
freer to move
and so more
likely to be felt
and idenLﬁed

EmoLons are
easier to feel
when one step
removed from
real life

Emotional playgrounds appear to have been
Nature’s plan for the recovery of feelings

Copyright 2020 Gordon Neufeld PhD
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Create timely spaces for feelings to bounce back
• AFTER times of stress including separation, school, strained
interactions, discipline, special performances, wounding, loss, etc
• ideally BEFORE sleep or the passing of time interferes with the
ability of the thinking brain to interpret emotional feedback and link
to the situations that stirred one up
• FREE of digital pursuit (social or videogames) and other
competing activities
• FREE of problem solving, judgment, correction or teaching
• through RITUALS involving safe relationships and/or emotional
playgrounds

Cascading Care

embed in hierarchical caring rela/onships

Cascading Care – the receiving
• CARING begets CARING
ie, feeling cared for
leads to caring
for others
• creates a sense of
safety so feelings
can BOUNCE BACK
when connecFon
is restored

• PROTECTS against
the loss of caring
that is epidemic
among the
peer-oriented

• SHIELDS the heart
from uncaring
interacFon in the
social sphere so it
is safer to feel

embed in hierarchical caring rela/onships

Copyright 2020 Gordon Neufeld PhD
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Cascading Care – the giving
• CARING begets CARING
ie, feeling cared for
leads to caring
for others

• HARNESSES and
organizes the rich
resources that
inherently exist in
any family or school

• joins ALPHA insFncts
to their intended
purpose – taking
care of others

• serves the deepest
natural evoluFonary
PURPOSE

• provides an acceptable
and fulﬁlling OUTLET
for alpha insFncts

• sets the stage for the
conﬂicFng feelings that
will give birth to EMPATHY

embed in hierarchical caring rela/onships
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of attachment

empathy =

a caring response where the accurately
perceived perspec/ve and inner experience
of another is taken into considera/on

- is CARING tempered by CONSIDERATION
- is the MATURE version of caring (ie caring all grown up)
- is the capacity to COME ALONGSIDE another
- is a NATURAL FRUIT (ie, the spontaneous and ul/mate outcome)
of emo/onal health and development
- is a precious fruit in the sense that it NURTURES others
- SHOULD NOT BE RUSHED, taught or rewarded as these
responses will undermine the development of the real thing

Copyright 2020 Gordon Neufeld PhD
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a caring response where the accurately
perceived perspec/ve and inner experience
of another is taken into considera/on

If we
can take
care of caring,
empathy will result.

the ﬂourishing child

the natural roots of

Gordon Neufeld, Ph.D.

Developmental & Clinical Psychologist
Vancouver, Canada
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Information regarding the NEUFELD INSTITUTE,
including our VIRTUAL CAMPUS and ONLINE COURSES
The Neufeld Institute is a world-wide nonprofit charitable organization created for the purpose of putting
developmental science into the hands of those responsible for our children. Our way of doing this is through
disseminating the more than twenty-five courses that have been developed by Dr. Gordon Neufeld that
articulate the attachment-based developmental approach. We have about 25 faculty and over 200 course
facilitators delivering our courses in more than 10 languages to parents, teachers and helping professionals.
Our online courses can be taken at anytime and from anywhere. Individuals can take these courses through
scheduled online classes or through individual self-paced study. Groups of ten or more can arrange for their
own customized support. The online courses consist of much more than the video-material: study guides,
discussion forums, supplemental material, as well as access to all the resources on campus.
Our online courses are housed on a virtual campus that is filled with resources, support materials and
discussion forums. The online campus is open to anyone who has taken one of our seminars or courses,
whether it has been delivered live by Dr. Neufeld or a faculty member, as a video-course by a Neufeld
Course Facilitator, or as an online campus course. Campus membership is $150 for the initial year and $120
for renewal. Benefits of course membership include product discounts, access to the campus library,
discussion forums, periodic Q&A classes with faculty, and much more. The most significant benefit for many
campus members is having continued access to the particular course materials that correspond to the
course or courses they have taken – if that applies. Our campus typically is home to about 2500 subscribers
and students on study-passes at any given time.
Our courses are aimed for parents, teachers and helping professionals. The Power to Parent series is
typically the best way for parents to get immersed in the attachment-based developmental approach. This
can be augmented by other courses such as Discipline, Counterwill, Alpha Children, Anxiety, Aggression
or Adolescence, depending upon the particular problems they may be experiencing. Educators are more
likely to start with the Aggression course or the Teachability Factor as well as the Preschoolers course or
Adolescence course, depending upon the age of their students. This too can be augmented by the problemcentred courses.
Helping professionals will definitely want to take the Attachment Puzzle, Transplanting Children, Science
of Emotion, and Resilience courses.
Serious students who want to master the attachment-based developmental paradigm in order for it to
become their way of thinking as well as their modus operandi will want to take the three Neufeld
Intensives: Making Sense of Kids, The Separation Complex and Becoming Attached. These Intensives lay
the conceptual foundations of this approach in such a way that the application becomes universal.
Our Intensives open the door to further study and support for sharing the material. We also have a support
program for fully credentialed helping professionals, as well as further training in implementing the
attachment-based developmental paradigm in therapeutic practice.
Our new series on the Science of Play is some of Dr. Neufeld's most exciting material – relevant to anyone
and everyone. Play 101 sets the stage for the more advanced courses: Play & Attachment and Play &
Emotion.
NOTE re Campus Membership Qualification: This seminar qualifies you to register for campus
membership. An annual subscription fee applies (see above). Please indicate that you have taken this course
when you go to register for campus membership at our campus portal page - campus.neufeldinstitute.org.
For further information about the Neufeld Institute, including its courses and programs,
please consult our website - NeufeldInstitute.org.

